Formation of the death domain complex between FADD and RIP1 proteins in vitro.
Fas-associated death domain (FADD) protein is an adapter molecule that bridges the interactions between membrane death receptors and initiator caspases. The death receptors contain an intracellular death domain (DD) which is essential to the transduction of the apoptotic signal. The kinase receptor-interacting protein 1 (RIP1) is crucial to programmed necrosis. The cell type interplay between FADD and RIP1, which mediates both necrosis and NF-κB activation, has been evaluated in other studies, but the mechanism of the interaction of the FADD and RIP1 proteins remain poorly understood. Here, we provided evidence indicating that the DD of human FADD binds to the DD of RIP1 in vitro. We developed a molecular docking model using homology modeling based on the structures of FADD and RIP1. In addition, we found that two structure-based mutants (G109A and R114A) of the FADD DD were able to bind to the RIP1 DD, and two mutations (Q169A and N171A) of FADD DD and four mutations (G595, K596, E620, and D622) of RIP1 DD disrupted the FADD-RIP1 interaction. Six mutations (Q169A, N171A, G595, K596, E620, and D622) lowered the stability of the FADD-RIP1 complex and induced aggregation that structurally destabilized the complex, thus disrupting the interaction.